Supavac® The Original Mobile Solids Transfer
Pumps and Engineered Systems That You Can Trust.
Vacuum recover tons of abrasive, corrosive and hydrocarbon sludge with hard solids through
suction hose with pressure discharge 1,000s of feet, all in one simple automatic operation.
Recover abrasive and hydrocarbon sludge.

.

.

Recover viscous/abrasive solids.

Underground operations

Clean out u/g mine drainage sumps.

Tons of abrasive, corrosive sludge with hard
solids transferred 1,300 meters (4,400 feet) from
this lined mill water sludge pond to mine sump.

Cleanout settled oily sludge with hard solids from tank bottoms.

Yes ! This near-impossible oily muck was pumped out.

This overwhelmed submersible pump was
rescued and quickly returned to service.

Solids are discharged onsite >3,000 feet (>1 km)
thru piping instead of contracting vacuum trucks.

Supavac® pumps reliably do what no submersible, positive displacement or centrifugal pump, dredge
or vacuum truck can. These mobile, automatic, extreme-duty solids transfer pumps are the proven,
reliable choice for underground mine drainage sumps, cleanout of process vessels and mill upset
sumps, product transfers, clean out lined settling ponds, recovery of valuable product from conveyor
spills, limited access and x-p areas, hazardous material handling and emergency spills response.
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Supavac® Pump Videos (no worry – https videos are safe to watch)
Nothing stops a Supavac®:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_AmrkpSqJE

Pump setup and operation:

https://vimeo.com/282930357

Pump cutaway cycling animation:

https://vimeo.com/229047992

Pump operational animation:

https://vimeo.com/229047006

Pumping heavy mud:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDyohCtAj3U

Oil & drill cuttings pump solution:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39g-4g-8kJM

Important features, advantages and benefits delivered to the operation:
① No rotating parts or electricity = low maintenance and spare parts = cost-effective with unmatched reliability.
➁ Optional 316 stainless steel wetted parts = high abrasion + corrosion resistance = will pump most slurries.
➂ Decades of experience, thousands of installations and unmatched service ensure a long and reliable operation.
Proven Applications:
● Coal and other mineral slurries ● Longwall slurry control ● Thickener desludging ● Sump, shaft and pipeline cleaning
● Emergency spills response ● Tank and drain cleaning ● Tailings transfer ● power station ash pond cleaning
● Hazardous waste recovery and transfer ● Bulk load/unload transfer ● Agricultural product and waste
● Waste drill cuttings and muck ● Dam desilting and mud ● Pulp mill waste ● Bentonite, sand and cement powder transfer
● Barge, ballast tank and ship cleaning ● Tunneling TBMS and continuous mining ● Wash plant and under belt cleaning
● Cleaning of settled sludge from petrochemical tanks ● Oil spill capture and transfer ● Pneumatic excavation ● And much more

Rent a Supavac® Pump System with Option to Purchase (and apply a portion of rentals towards purchase):

Readily available for select pump systems throughout USA and Canada. Ask for details when the
questionnaire is submitted. Ideal for operations to evaluate before deciding which model to purchase and
for contractors to expense against one or more contracts. Everything is supplied for a turnkey operation.
Popular Supavac® Pump Models

Lightweight
& powerful.
Available
soon.

SV40

SV60

SV60V

SV110V

SV250V

SV280V

SV500V

The full range of Supavac® air-operated, vacuum-loading, pressure discharge pumps with solids
transfer rates from 10 to >60 m3/h (44 to >264 gpm). These self-priming, run-dry capable pumps
feature no rotating parts, internal workings or electricity. The patented advanced technology plus
automatic controls result in a simple operation, very high reliability and extremely low maintenance
and spare parts costs. These multi-task pumps are supplied with choice of connections, ensuring a
quick installation and the ability to transfer a wide and often troublesome range of materials. The
original Supavac® Model SV pumps are readily available as stand-alone or as part of an engineered
system to handle specific requirements. Pumps, accessories, custom hose assemblies and spare
parts can be mobilized quickly, and in some cases immediately, by air freight, ocean freight or courier
worldwide. Professional service and support on WhatsApp or FaceTime is readily available in
English, en Français and en Español. And know-how is always included.
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Clean belts finally made easy!
2nd Generation SSP-770 Ceramic Belt Cleaners®

And backed by industry exclusive Performance
Guarantee.
now on six continents.
And
ask about
industryisexclusive
Benefits Delivered to the
Operation
– Performance
GuaranteedPerformance
– Ask for Details
Guarantee
with
installation
supervision
1. Radically cut carry back
– many in the
2nd year
of operation
cleaning likeand
day one.
training.
2. Proven for abrasive, sticky and corrosive solids
and 200ºC (400ºF) continuous.
3. Unmatched reliability. Outlast polyurethane scrapers by more than 4-to-1.
4. No damage to belt, unlike experience with sharp tungsten carbide scraper blades.
5. Virtually maintenance-free with self-adjusting spring tensioner. Set it and forget it.
6. Lightweight, delivered fully assembled by courier and ready for simple installation.
7. The first installation is supervised with personnel training, thereafter:
8. User-friendly Installation Instructions, unique install aids with WhatsApp support.
Ceramic Belt Cleaner® Videos (no worry – https is safe to watch):
Close-up of a recent Cleaner® installation

https://vimeo.com/282726749

Introduction to SSP-770 Ceramic Belt Cleaners®

https://vimeo.com/229195723

Available through authorized Distributor-Installers or directly from manufacturer.
Contact us for more information in your country or to become part of the Team.

Manufactured in America by: Spicer Solution Providers (2sp) Inc.
Telephone: +1.514.335.4275

info@2sp.ca www.2sp.ca

Cellular: WhatsApp or FaceTime: Bob @ +1.514.778.0265 or Leonardo @ +1.514.512.6176
Now available on six continents

ISO 9001-2008
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2nd Generation radically reduces carry back with NO scraping and NO damage to belt:
The only points of contact between the Cleaner® and the belt cover
are two flat, slippery surfaces on the underside of the 98% purity
alumina ceramic segments. No scraping. They slide along, removing
solids in a plow-type action. Multiple alumina ceramic segments are
installed on stainless cables along a ~15° bias angle across the belt
face at the head pulley. Special brackets and installation aids, unique
to Cleaner®, ensure the correct clearance between cables and pulley,
even if belt might wander to either side. Hard, hot and sticky fugitive
solids and liquid are effectively removed from belt, with solids sliding
unobstructed over the top of segments and discharged into the chute.
Users Report: The initial cost of scrapers with air pistons and complicated mechanisms can be more than
twice that of urethane. Users report that they must be installed by specialists and require extra maintenance
and spare parts and, after much expense, the actual cleaning effectiveness and service life are much the
same as the best polyurethane scrapers. And blades were being changed every three to six months.
Update: Just one 84” (2100mm) SSP-770 Ceramic Belt Cleaner® was able to replace four of these scrapers
at one of the largest coal operations that were experiencing poor carry back control, high operating costs and
requiring ongoing intervention and maintenance. Now the operation is virtually maintenance-free. Carry back
is finally under control and, after eighteen months of demanding operation, there is no sign of wear on belt or
Cleaner and carry back is still being removed like day one. And savings to date are reported to be 75 percent.
Service Life: Still counting, at least another few years of reliable service with the originally installed Cleaner®.
Users Report: Recent accounts of an extremely expensive hybrid design scraper with sharp tungsten
carbide blades held in a polymer matrix and installed diagonally (the only similarity to the Cleaner®) have
been disastrous. Reports were devastating of these sharp blades scoring belt covers and, in one case after
working themselves loose, blades turned 90-degrees and slit the belt lengthwise before someone even
noticed. They are best used as a secondary and then only if at a passive angle.Comments: “Never again.”
Update: Just one SSP-770 Ceramic Belt Cleaner® was installed; carry back and maintenance are now under
control with absolutely no damage to belt. This plant has since installed many more of these Cleaners®.

How long is the effective service life of a polyurethane scraper?
The actual effective service life ends when carry back and maintenance start to increase, with solids piling
up out of control under and along conveyor, sticking to both top and bottom covers, working into bearings
and other components, hardening on pulley face, and not when scrapers may eventually be changed.

These belts were destroyed when sharp
tungsten carbide blades damaged covers
and ripped belts longitudinally. Some belts
can be repaired but many must be scrapped.
Why take the chance?

These polyurethane scrapers stopped removing carry
back after a matter of only days to a few months when
they were subjected to severe abrasion, corrosion and
continuous operation at 200ºC (400ºF). Polyurethane and
rubber cannot remain effective at these temperatures.

Upgrade to RubbaFIX® - A Better Way
Fast, NO waste or need to clean applicator gun
Melta Mini and Pro
model applicator guns

Checkout: One-minute intro video: Instructive
https://vimeo.com/282732075
3-video series: Informative and instructive https://RubbaFIX.com.au
Immediate benefits and savings with RubbaFIX® mono-component hot rubber repair system
vs. conventional two-component polyurethane and other repair systems include:
1. Eliminate the time to precisely measure the two component parts, the waste after each task is completed
and now able to cut inventory to only one item.
2. Just fill the gun or top it up with rubber pucks, reheat rubber and surface to be repaired and then apply.
3. Eliminate time to clean applicator gun after every use. Leave unused rubber in gun for the next task.
4. Safe to use – no toxic fumes – refer to the MSDS.
5. Dries quickly – ready to buff and use in only 30 minutes or less.
6. Superior adhesion to rubber, PVC, metal, wood, fiberglass and polyurethane.
7. Will not harden after time or crack after use – formulation resistant to ozone and weathering.

Some of the many rubber repair tasks include:
1. Belt conveyors – short and full-length rips, gouges and edges – and maybe avoid scraping the belt.
2. Tank linings.
3. Pulley lagging.
4. Ball mill rubber liner bars.
5. Rubber-lined pumps, impellers, diffusers, valves, etc.
6. Pump rubber diaphragms.
7. Non-structural off-highway tires.
8. Rubber expansion joints.
9. Rubber lining – chutes, hoppers and more.

Immediate Availability of Rubber Puck Stock and Applicator Guns – Ships by courier:
Black rubber puck stock is available in 2, 5 and 10kg buckets (4.4, 11 and 22 lb. buckets).
MELTA-Mini® and MELTA-Pro® model applicator guns – 115 volt – for daily tasks and large repair projects.
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